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Bristol Arena - will it ever happen?
It is widely considered that Bristol should have a venue to enable large concerts and other
events to be hosted in the city. Sounds fairly simple but, as with many other similar
ventures in the city, the road to fruition is an extremely rocky one! Normally such a
building development would be of only passing interest to FOSBR but, in this case, the
transport issues associated with it are quite profound for the city. This article tries to
explain what has gone on, and what could be the effects on traffic and congestion.

Populous' design for Bristol Arena

Brief History:
A plan for a Bristol Arena at Temple Meads was first proposed in 2003; the idea was
ditched in 2007 but revived by Mayor George Ferguson in 2012. By 2014 a contractor had
been found and plans approved by Bristol City Council (BCC) for it to be built on the site of
an old diesel depot by Temple Meads station (the Arena site).
This was backed by a Government support package: in 2015, the Homes and Community
Agency (HCA), which owned the Arena site at Temple Meads, transferred ownership to
BCC; this transfer was supported by £5.4M from the Department of Communities and Local
Government. In addition the HCA invested £11.3M in a new bridge across the River Avon,
connecting the Arena site to the rest of the Bristol Temple Quarter Enterprise Zone - this
was completed in 2015. Subsequently, some wags have called it 'the bridge to nowhere'.
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The Bristol Arena site near Temple Meads station, also known as Arena Island, as it looked
in October 2016.
Things seemed to be going OK for this proposed 12,000 seat stadium but there were
rumblings about parking at the site. In 2015, the Council had said that plans for the arena
would not include an "expensive" dedicated car park. However, the people of Totterdown,
particularly, were worried that the Arena would bring in a large amount of traffic into their
already completely congested streets. Despite statements from Mayor Ferguson that all
traffic issues would be sorted out without any new parking provision, the Council in early
2016 decided to consider a 480 space car park on Bath Road.
The original cost for the Arena was £95M which included nearly £79.6M for the main
construction contract. The French engineering company, Bouygues UK, worked as a
consultant for the project as preferred tenderer to construct the Arena. However, the
Council was unable to agree a final price with them and so they pulled out at the end of
2016. Buckingham Group Contracting was then appointed to deliver pre-construction
services and give a price to build the Arena.
In February 2017, Bristol City Council announced an (increased) projected budget for the
Arena of £123.5M. Funding for this would come from the Economic Development Fund
(£53m), operator contribution and income (£42.5m) and infrastructure funding associated
with the wider Temple Meads East project (£28m).
Buckingham Group then offered to build the Arena for a FIXED price of £110M but, despite
this, the new Mayor Marvin Rees said that building the Arena to its current design on the
proposed site was likely to cost significantly more than the budget - although the precise
target figure was commercially sensitive and so was confidential.
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In November 2017, the project was put on hold. By then about £10M had already been
spent on design and consultancy. An update on the Arena project was given to BCC
cabinet in January 2018: more money will be spent because Buckingham Group is still
being paid a retainer and the accountancy firm KPMG has been appointed to do a Value
for Money assessment of the scheme. The Project Team has also commissioned
consultants to produce a report on car parking, including whether to take forward the
proposed car parking site on Bath Road.
It should be noted that, although Cardiff has the small 5,000 seater 'Motorpoint Arena'
opened since 1993, plans were announced in 2017 for a new 15,000 seater indoor arena
centered at the Red Dragon Centre at Atlantic Wharf - with an estimated price tag of
£110M. If this got off the ground, could it have an effect on the viability of one at Bristol?
Just to further complicate matters, YTL, who now own the Filton airfield site, have
expressed interest in hosting a 16,000 seater Arena within the old Brabazon Hangar that
forms part of their large development site at Filton just within the boundary of Bristol. It
appears that YTL will pay some or all of the costs of the hangar's conversion. Bristol City
Council is interested in this proposal and has agreed to work with South Gloucestershire
Council and WECA to look at this issue from both a deliverability and financial standpoint.
YTL says it will develop the Brabazon hangar into a sports venue, exhibition space or
conference centre regardless of whether the Arena is sited elsewhere.

Image: Google

The Brabazon Hangar at Filton Airfield
Interestingly YTL, who also own Wessex Water, have a 50% stake in a company that built
and operates a high speed rail link in Malaysia. It was rumoured that YTL were prepared to
pay the costs of building the Henbury Loop were the arena to be located here but they
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have stated that this is not the case. However they have previously persuaded the West of
England authorities to move the North Filton station closer to their development (and also
closer to the Brabazon Hangar) and to re-route MetroBus through their site. Although
they have their many critics, transport campaigners also wonder if YTL are more interested
than the West of England authorities in doing integrated transport planning.

Proposal for Arena at Brabazon Hangar

Source: YTL

So now there seems to be two competing locations for the Arena - which will be chosen?
As you would expect, the Brabazon Hangar option has created a lot of controversy,
especially as the Temple Meads site had seemed to be the only game in town.
Karin Smyth MP (Bristol South) and Thangam Debbonaire MP (Bristol West) warned that a
change of location to Filton would create a new 'town centre' on the northern fringe. Ms
Smyth considers that Bristol South, which is home to some of the most deprived areas of
the city, needs the decent job opportunities and apprenticeships that could be provided by
an Arena at Temple Meads - accessible to people living in Bristol South.
Darren Jones MP (Bristol North West) has supported the Brabazon site on the proviso that
it is accompanied by a large programme of "road and rail improvements" to prevent
congestion. He started a petition aimed at the West of England Metro Major, calling on
Tim Bowles to commit £50 million to a North Bristol Transport Fund. At the time of writing
this has achieved 425 signatures. Jones notes the site's proximity to the motorways and
Cribbs Causeway and the proposed Henbury Spur link to Temple Meads. As well as the
apparently lower cost of development here, the location and relative ease of road access
and availability of parking, especially in comparison to Temple Meads, are considered to be
the key factors by those supporting the Brabazon site. The site is also supported by the
leader of Bristol's Conservative group, Mark Weston.
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However those opposing the Brabazon site see these issues as a major concern and exactly
why it should be opposed. Many argue that the West of England authorities should be
promoting a modal shift from private to public transport (and need to in order to tackle
climate change) and such a scheme would have the opposite effect, leading to more car
journeys and new road building in an area that is already congested. As well as noting that
the central site is next to Temple Meads station, which is the busiest station in the region,
it is also accessible from around the city by numerous bus routes and from the city centre
on foot or by bike. MetroBus and MetroWest rail services are also planned. Opponents of
the Brabazon note that the Temple Meads site's central location would be within easy
reach of numerous (and varied) leisure facilities and accommodation - which does not
compare favourably with what would be available (at a distance from the Brabazon site) at
Cribbs Causeway. In response to a petition, which has gathered over 5500 signatures, a
majority of Bristol's councillors voted on 20 March to support the Temple Meads site. The
Mayor's decision on which site will be chosen is expected soon, probably in early June.
While some members of FOSBR's committee are vehemently opposed to the Brabazon
site, FOSBRs' position has been neutral - although adamant that the chosen site must have
adequate public transport access. While the transport problems associated with the
Brabazon site are recognised, it is understood that, in a time of austerity when council
budgets are euphemistically "under pressure", the local authorities may face a choice
between a Brabazon arena paid for by YTL and one at Temple Meads paid for, with great
difficulty (if at all?), by the local authorities. If the Brabazon site is chosen it is clear that
the business case for the Henbury Loop and a radical improvement of public transport in
the north fringe would be greatly improved. As the Transport for Greater Bristol Alliance
has identified, a major transport hub and Park and Ride could be built at the expanding
Cribbs Causeway, with shuttle buses to the arena, which would dramatically improve the
transport provision in the area. As ever the picture is a not a simple "black and white" one.
Whichever site is chosen, FOSBR will be campaigning hard for public transport, particularly
the Henbury Loop and our proposals for further new stations.
Should readers be interested in signing the e-petitions they are available at:
For a funding package for North Bristol (associated with the Brabazon option):
https://www.change.org/p/tim-bowles-mayor-of-the-west-of-england-combined-authoritybring-the-bristol-arena-and-transport-funding-to-bristol-north-west-2bf7ee4d-11fd-4b99-83e7144031251db8
To petition for the Temple Meads site, not the Filton site:
https://you.38degrees.org.uk/petitions/build-bristol-arena-in-the-city-centre-not-at-filton
This petition has over 5500 signatures and has been debated by councillors
There is also a similar petition on the Bristol City Council e-petitions site:
https://democracy.bristol.gov.uk/mgEPetitionListDisplay.aspx. This (not 'marketed' as much as
the 38degrees petition) has received less than 500 signatures but is open until 31 August 2019.
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Brunel before Bristol

Carol Durrant

Isambard Kingdom Brunel was born in Portsmouth in 1806, where his father Marc
Isambard Brunel was working for the Admiralty at Portsmouth Dockyard. Marc was a
French Royalist sympathiser seeking refuge from the revolutionary wars. He married an
English governess, Sophia Kingdom, and their first child was Isambard.
After the French wars ended, the admiralty no longer required the services of Marc and he
became involved in a scheme to construct a tunnel under the Thames. The young
Isambard was sent to France to complete his education from 1814 to 1822. On his return
he joined his father’s drawing office designing bridges until he joined the Thames Tunnel
project as an assistant engineer. Previous schemes to dig a tunnel under the Thames had
not raised sufficient funding or had been abandoned. The Brunel Thames Tunnel was to be
dug south to north from Rotherhithe to Wapping. A vertical shaft was completed on the
south bank in 1825, Marc laying the first brick of the shaft and Isambard laying the second.
Marc was inspired by the teredo shipworm,
which digs with shell-like protrusions on its
head, and excretes excavated wood to line
and reinforce its tunnel. He patented a
tunnelling shield: a cast iron cap in which 36
miners
could
work
in
separate
compartments, digging at the tunnel-face.
Periodically, the shield sections would be
driven forward by large jacks and the tunnel
surface behind it lined with brick.

Teredo shipworm

Marc had planned the tunnel to pass no closer than 14 feet below the river bed but there
were several instances of flooding where the river bed was breached and holes had to be
plugged with clay. Even minor flooding was dangerous for miners as it caused “river fever”
due to foul water contamination with sewage and industrial effluent.
Isambard nearly drowned in 1828 when the Thames flooded the half-finished tunnel. He
was helping miners adjust shoring when water swept in through the tunnel face. He
reached the bottom of the shaft where the wave of water forced him upwards and, after
floating to the top of the Rotherhithe shaft, he escaped through a window. 6 miners died
and Isambard sustained internal injuries which required recuperation in Brighton and then
Clifton, Bristol.
Isambard was in Bristol in 1829 when the competition for designs for the bridge from
Clifton to Leigh Woods was launched by the Merchant Venturers. He submitted 4 designs
and thus began his long-term involvement with Bristol.
The Thames Tunnel construction company ran out of money in 1828 and the tunnel was
sealed up until more funds were raised in 1835. Isambard was intermittently involved
after project resumption, as Marc recovered from a paralyzing stroke. The Thames Tunnel
finally officially opened on 25th March 1843 and Marc, despite ill health, took part in the
opening ceremony. On 26th July 1843 Queen Victoria and Prince Albert visited but Marc
was in Bristol attending the launch of Isambard’s SS Great Britain.
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Although the Thames Tunnel was intended for horse-drawn traffic, the spiral access
roadways were never built and the tunnel was used as a pedestrian link from 1843 to
1865. In 1869 it was converted into a rail tunnel for use by the East London Railway and
since 2010 has formed part of London Overground Orbital ring. The Brunel Museum is
located in the engine house of the south end of the Thames Tunnel, incorporating the
sinking shaft which is now a performance space.

Illustration of a tunnelling shield on the side of the Brunel Museum
Isambard’s West Country projects included:
 Clifton Suspension Bridge (1831-1864)
 Bristol Dock Works (from 1832)
 Great Western Railway Company (from 1835)
 SS Great Western (1837), SS Great Britain (1843), SS Great Eastern (1858)
 Bristol Waterworks (from 1841)
Isambard felt great affection for Bristol referring to “our revered parent the City of Bristol”
and also stating that he wished to be “considered a Bristol man”. He died in 1859 and his
statue can be found in Temple Back near Temple Meads. The SS Great Britain Trust
recently opened a museum extension celebrating the life and works of Isambard Kingdom
Brunel. A new building between the ship and the docks includes an 8 meter tall head of
Brunel. The project also includes the refurbishment of Brunel’s original Drawing Office.
The "Being Brunel" exhibition gets good reviews from visitors - both adults and children!
Brunel Museum, London: http://www.brunel-museum.org.uk/
Being Brunel, Bristol: http://www.ssgreatbritain.org/about-us/being-brunel
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Five trips by train

Hattie Bowler

At the beginning of each year, the papers are full of pieces raging about the latest train
fare increases. We have often joined in the feeding frenzy, adding an insight into how it is
affecting the few rail lines we have that traverse (and very occasionally stop in) Somerset.
So this year we thought we’d do something different - and take a look at how two train
trips in Somerset compare with three similar length journeys in Europe. This is not an
exact science. We used off peak fares, as the definition of peak times does vary from
country to country; some do not even run a peak fare system - hence using off peak
provided the most meaningful comparison. We also looked at the price of a direct service
wherever possible. Even so, we make no claims for exact comparisons between the
journeys, but it is interesting to ask some questions. The five journeys we selected are as
follows:
Journey

Distance
(miles)
32

Single Fare
(£)
15.90

Cost per mile
(in pence)
49.7

Aachen to Koln (Germany)

40

17.61

44.0

Lille to Mons (France)

40

15.57

38.9

Taunton to Bristol Temple Meads

37

13.20

35.7

A Coruña to Santiago de Compostela (Spain)

34

6.50

19.1

Yeovil Pen Mill to Bath

By Bart from Amstelveen, Holland

Deutsche Bahn- Jochen Schmidt

The immediate thing that stands out from this inexact comparison is that rail journeys in
Britain, at least off peak ones, are not especially different in price from those in Germany
and France. However it is clear enough that the impact of government subsidy in Spain
has made their train journeys significantly cheaper than the rest. But no doubt you will
already be shouting at this printed page that in Europe the trains run to timetable and are
so much faster. Run to timetable they might, but they are certainly not necessarily any
faster.
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Journey

Distance
(miles)
32

Journey time
1 hr 13 mins

Average speed
(min per mile)
2.3

Lille to Mons

40

1 hr 6 mins

1.7

Aachen to Koln

40

35 mins

0.9

A Coruña to Santiago

34

28 mins

0.8

Taunton to Bristol Temple Meads

37

31 mins

0.8

Yeovil Pen Mill to Bath

Whilst the Yeovil to Bath journey would probably win a gold star from Italy’s Slow
Movement, even in Germany the train route we selected between two major cities ran
slower than the Taunton to Bristol journey, albeit not by much. So is our complaint about
rail companies, the service we get and the price we pay for it, unfounded?
Perhaps a little. However things look somewhat different when we look at the speed with
which you can travel to the capital city of each country. Suddenly the prices on English
trains look very much less competitive, as the following demonstrates:
Journey

Distance
(miles)
131

Journey
time
2 hr

Lille to Paris (Gare du
Nord)

127

1 hr 3 min

73.00

28.7

0.5

Yeovil Jn to London

115

2 hr 20 min

55.30

24

1.2

Koln to Berlin

296

4 hr 21min

109.64

18.5

0.9

A Coruña to Madrid

317

5 hr 50 min

90.84

14.3

1.1

Taunton to London

Cost £
Cost
Speed
Return trip (pence/mile) (min/mile)
104.50
39.9
0.9

Whilst it is true that the Lille to Paris train is expensive, it does get you to Paris at nearly
twice the speed of a train from Taunton to London and at almost half the cost. It is also
more expensive than a train from Yeovil to London but, once again, the speed and
efficiency of the journey is in a different league. The Spanish train may be slow but, at a
third of the fare per mile charged on the Taunton to London line, perhaps you could see
that as 'good value' slowness.
Inevitably this year our rail fares have risen but perhaps on the whole, the value for money
of the few provincial routes we have in Somerset is really not that bad. It is the journeys
we make to our capital city that represent the poorest value and should be exercising
our analysis in future.
Ed: This article, showing the complexity of trying to compare train travel in different
countries, appeared in the Langport Leveller, Issue No. 89 (15 Feb 2018). The article, with
slight editorial modification, is reproduced by kind permission of the Somerset Leveller. I
would also like to thank Warren Marsh, a FOSBR member, for bringing this to my
attention.
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Chainsaw Massacre

Photo taken: 23 April 2018

Trees cut down on the embankment just outside the western portal of Montpelier Tunnel

Over 24/25th January 2018, the sound of chainsaws echoed round the railway cutting at
Montpelier. Worried train drivers reported seeing unauthorised contractors felling trees
on the northern railway embankment between Montpelier station and the entrance to
Montpelier tunnel. What was happening?
It turned out that several residents on Cromwell Road had jointly hired a local tree surgeon
to cut down the trees behind their gardens. By the time Network Rail (NR) officials got to
the site, most of the trees behind those residents' houses had been cut down - with the
trunks left lying on the steep bank leading down to the track.
The Cromwell Road residents stated that they had been asking NR to fell the trees for
years, and that NR had finally given outline permission. They claim the firm said it would
send a list of approved tree surgeons but never did “so we organised for registered tree
surgeons to do it”. Network Rail insisted it had not given permission “We did not give
permission for the recent de-vegetation work in Montpelier to be carried out. Safety is our
priority and nobody is permitted to access the railway unless they have the proper
permission”.
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The felling divided local residents. Cromwell Road residents said that their gardens had
become overshadowed by large sycamores. Some residents on St Andrews Road opposite
were upset at the loss of their tree view and the impact on local wildlife.
One of the main concerns about this incident was the potential for an accident to have
occurred. Whether or not NR had given permission for the trees to be cleared, there
should have been a risk assessment, an environmental impact assessment, local
consultation and supervision from NR during the works (to ensure safe passage of trains).
After an investigation, NR announced on 13th March 2018 that it would not take any action
against those responsible for the embankment clearance. A spokesperson for the
organisation said: "The embankment in Montpelier will be tidied and no further action will
be taken."
It brings into focus the problems that NR has in managing vegetation. Nationally, trees and
other growth along railway lines can cause problems when leaves fall on the rails, get
compressed by passing trains and form a slippery mulch which affects traction. It is of
course difficult to define “reasonable management” of trees near railway lines, where the
risk of leaf fall has to be balanced against visual amenity and wildlife corridors.
In April 2018 there was much media coverage of a “secretive” Network Rail plan to fell “up
to 10 million trees” near railway lines. NR have recently begun to use drones to target
areas for selective clearance. A NR spokesperson stated that "Managing vegetation is vital
to running a safe and punctual railway. Getting everyone home safe every day is our top
priority."
Information about Network Rail’s vegetation management policy can be found here:
https://www.networkrail.co.uk/communities/environment/vegetationmanagement/vegetation-management-explained/
Apology to John Malyckyj
Following the publication of a recent newsletter (no. 95, October 2017), we were contacted by
John Malyckyj about an item included in it, which referred to a letter he had written to the
Bristol Post.
We have apologised to John for the suggestion that he was anything but impartial in his
previous professional role as an officer for the West of England councils. We have no reason
to doubt his impartiality in his work and any suggestion otherwise was both wrong and unfair.
On a personal level FOSBR committee members found him very helpful. While we disagree
with the views John expressed in his letter, FOSBR agrees that he is entitled to them.
Committee members have said that his letter should challenge us to consider the views he
expressed, which we recognise are shared by many others.
The FOSBR newsletter article resulted from concerns that the arguments in John’s letter may
reflect a more general cynicism within the West of England's authorities and organisations
about public transport, and rail in particular. This widespread concern needs to be tackled and
the FOSBR article was an attempt to do so. FOSBR hope that there can be a sensible
discussion about this, which is linked to making the case for rail and public transport.
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Henbury East station chosen
The re-opening of Henbury station, at the end of a Henbury Spur, forms part of the works
within MetroWest Phase 2. In Newsletter no. 90 (Dec 2015), we reported that two options
for its location were being put out to consultation from 30 November 2015 to 25 January
2016:
 either Henbury West - west of the A4018 Wyck Beck road and east of Station Road, on

the site of the old Henbury Station
 or Henbury East - immediately east of the A4018
The results of the consultation showed the public to be equally split between the two
options (41% of respondents preferred the West site and 40% the East site). As support
for the sites was near equal, a decision was taken to continue design options for both.
Network Rail have now completed further design and development work and considered
the merits of the two locations through a Station Location Advice Note (SLAN). This work
has identified that Henbury East is the preferred location and the one which it is
recommended should be developed to the next stage. The West of England Joint
Committee officially, at its meeting on 2 February 2018, received a transport update on
this (and other matters) and noted the decision (by the MetroWest Rail Programme Board)
to progress MetroWest Phase 2 Henbury station to the next stage of design and
development at the Henbury East location.

Henbury East station site. The spur station will be built to the left (north) of the tracks
Photo taken from the overbridge on the A4018 (Wyck Beck Road)
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There were several reasons why the NR report came down in favour of the East site - such
as drainage, hydrology, contamination risk, signalling factors. However one of the most
important factors related to passive provision for a Henbury Loop. The Joint Transport
Board held on 16 September 2015 re-confirmed the decision of 17 July 2015 JTB to
progress with the Henbury Spur as part of MetroWest Phase 2 - but with additional
recommendations that the station at Henbury for a spur service be designed to permit
conversion for a loop service if so required at a future date. The main problem with a
West site for a Henbury Loop is that the cement works on the south of the track would
have to be (compulsorily) purchased to provide the other platform - at considerable cost
and risk of scheme delay. At the East site, the land required for the other platform would
be owned by Bristol City Council - so no such problems. It certainly is good to hear that
there really is serious intent to complete the Henbury Loop if possible at some future
date.
The Transport Update report identified a cost of £9.04m - £10.04m for the Henbury East
station. However the report also states: 'It should be noted that ......as the scheme
progresses through further GRIP stages the anticipated final cost will be further refined;
cost may therefore go up or down'. Let us hope that the costs do not have the same
trajectory as those for the Portishead line, i.e. ever upwards! Apparently the station is
meant to open by May 2021. The news was welcomed by local councillors for Henbury
and Brentry, Mark Weston and Chris Windows.
To see details of the Transport Update and discussion of the two options, go to:
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Item-10Transport-Update-020218-FINAL.pdf
****************************************************************

Wessex Railway Walks
Wessex Wanderer Railway Walks were set up in 1995, by Peter Gould (of the Ramblers,
Bristol Group and Avon Area). The 87 mile Bristol to Weymouth line (now called the 'Heart
of Wessex' line) was under threat of closure and he was asked to prepare a programme
that was run within the local Bristol Group programme and down towards the Weymouth
end of the line.
It now runs a series of between 20 and 35 walks, running from mid-May to Mid-October,
each year. The walks programme aims to use all 20 stations on the line during the year,
and the walks vary in length from 3 to 18 miles. These free, guided walks are organised by
Wessex Wanderers and led by volunteer members of the Avon, Dorset, Somerset and
Wiltshire areas of the Ramblers. Joy Harrison is the Wessex Wanderer co-ordinator.
For further details please see the website: https://www.wessexrailwaywalks.org.uk;
alternatively keep a lookout for leaflets at the Bristol Tourist Information (on the
Harbourside near the Watershed), Bristol Central Library and similar places.
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Turbo and other Troubles

Carol Durrant

In the January 2018 newsletter, we discussed the problems caused by the July 2017
introduction of new Turbo 166 trains onto the Severn Beach Line (SBL). At that time we
were hoping that there were signs of improvement. We had met with GWR three times
and we had produced a leaflet to hand out to passengers to advise what to do at times of
disruption.
Unfortunately, the situation has not improved. This is for a variety of reasons, not all of
which are under the control of GWR. On the Severn Beach Line, there are approximately
316 services per week (1360 services per calendar month) and we have been monitoring
these since May 2017. From one year of graphs on the Severn Beach Line, we can see
peaks of poor performance:
 July 2017 - introduction of Turbos
 November 2017 - problems with points and signals
 March 2018 - snow over weekends beginning Thursday 1st March (and again Friday
16th March)
 April 2018 – problems with points in the week after the BASRE blockade.
Other months have been better, notably February with only 26 cancellations where train
problems were fewer. However, train problems (including brakes, doors and traction)
have persisted in every month since July 2017. In May so far (up to 13th May inclusive)
there have been 49 train cancellations, mostly due to train problems and train crew.
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At a further meeting with GWR on Thursday 19th April we were given updates on some of
GWR’s ongoing remedial actions.
 One of the issues with the Turbo trains was that doors could only be operated from

the very front and very back: it took longer for the guard to check the train before
closing the doors, particularly on curved platforms. Intermediate door controls have
now been installed on all 16 Bristol Turbos.
 Train door failure is still a frequent cause of cancellation on the Turbo units. This is

apparently a 5-minute fix for the on-duty train fitter at BTM, but requires travel time if
it occurs out on the line. Turbo brakes are also a frequent cause of cancellation.
 There will be a focus on quality control at St Philips March depot; the depot has been

in transition with a depot upgrade, transfer of staff to the Hitachi depot and re-skilling
for the new rolling stock.
 Standby units have been waiting at Bristol Temple Meads less often than had been

hoped. This is due to a shortage of units across the GWR network. The current plan is
to inject into the new May timetable (from 20th May) a fresh 2-car 150 unit & crew for
the 08.36 post-peak service Bristol to Severn Beach in order to reduce snowballing
delays.
Network Rail upgrade works continue to impact the Severn Beach Line, and also services
across the region.
 There was a Bristol Temple Meads blockade over the Easter weekend of Friday 30th

March for Bristol Area Signalling Renewal & Enhancement (BASRE). Bristol Temple
Meads area signalling was transferred from the Bristol Signal Box to the “state of the
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art” Thames Valley Signalling Control (TVSC) centre at Didcot. Some signalling staff
transferred from BTM to TVSC but lack of local knowledge may have contributed to
teething problems and delays in the weeks since BASRE. Automatic Route Setting
(ARS) for local train pathing is rumoured to be working less optimally than it should.
 There has been ongoing work on the Filton Bank 4-tracking project, including full SBL

'bustitution' over weekends of 12th/13th May and 19th/20th May. 4-tracking work will
continue over the summer with associated temporary speed restrictions and further
weekend blockades on weekends of 7th/8th July and 14th/15th July, with bus
replacement services on the SBL and between Temple Meads and Parkway.
 To complete the additional tracks, work is due to take place between Lawrence Hill

and Filton Abbey Wood for three weeks from Saturday 27th October until Sunday 18th
November, inclusive. Again, buses are expected to replace trains for this 22 day
period, both on the SBL and between Bristol Temple Meads and Bristol Parkway.
There will be gain after the pain! The Filton Bank 4-tracks will greatly increase the
resilience of the Severn Beach Line by reducing the necessity to slot local services between
inter-city services. Of the four tracks, two will be dedicated for inter-city trains (the fast
lines) while the other two will be primarily reserved for the local trains (the slow lines).
The additional pair of tracks released on Filton Bank should be available for SBL trains to
use from completion of works in November, i.e. ahead of the timetabling changes which
will run from January.
The “slow up” and “slow down” lines will not be solely for use by the Severn Beach Line
trains to Narroways Junction - they will be used by other services, including those calling at
Stapleton Road, e.g. Gloucester-Westbury, Bristol Parkway-Weston-super-Mare. CardiffPortsmouth/Taunton trains will continue to run up and down the “slow” lines due to track
layout but trains via Bristol Parkway have more flexibility - and so will be able to run on all
the lines. Network Rail train planners are working on Bristol Temple Meads platforming
plans so that trains do not have to cross over between Dr Days Junction and Temple
Meads.
FOSBR have been keen to strike a balance of working with GWR to acknowledge the action
that they have taken and the constraints they face, whilst making it clear that the situation
remains unacceptable and requires resolution. FOSBR are not alone in pressuring GWR to
improve the performance of the Severn Beach Line, both pre- and post-4-tracking. Keith
Walton of Severnside Community Rail Partnership and WECA representatives have held
meetings with GWR. Jack Lopresti MP (Filton and Bradley Stoke) held a public meeting at
Severn Beach on Friday 11th May. All these stakeholders have been promised an updated
GWR action plan. A Network Rail Operations Manager rode the line on 2nd May. We have
been assured that Mark Hopwood (MD of GWR) is taking a keen interest in cross-industry
liaison with Network Rail to improve reliability.
Five months into the period of poor service, the November 2017 local authority passenger
count showed a drop of 4.8% in passengers year on year. When the Severn Beach Line
service improves, it will take some time for GWR to regain the confidence of Bristol
passengers.
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Why Railway Data Collection Is Important

Olga Taylor

- some thoughts from the Pilning Station Group

A Class 166 Turbo at Pilning
station, 6 January 2018

About 9 months ago, FoSBR very
kindly donated some funds to
Pilning Station Group, to assist us
in collection and analysis of the
available data for GWR services
provided at the station.
We
started with the obvious – what
services, according to 'Realtime
Trains'(RTT), stopped at Pilning,
and whether any of them were
severely delayed or cancelled.

[Realtime Trains is a web-based service, providing live realtime running information on all
train services for the full Great British railway network, using open data.] With only 2
trains a week calling at the station, pretty much on time, we soon became rather bored,
and decided to add variety to our data collection. With some invaluable help from a very
talented IT professional, who frequently passes Pilning on business trips to London, a
database was set up, an automated link to 'Realtime Trains' established, and a “proper”
front end created - allowing us to add details (such as traction / rolling stock and passenger
numbers) manually.
Figure 1

Most trains passing through Pilning
station form the Cardiff to Taunton
service; on Saturdays only, two of
these trains actually stop at Pilning to
pick up passengers - the 08.34 and
15.34 to Taunton. But, occasionally,
the normal Taunton service is replaced
by a train going to another destination.
Using Realtimes Train data, we were
able to find out all the final
destinations of trains stopping at
Pilning - from August 2017 to the
present (see Figure 1).
The point of this is to show that
potentially you could go direct from
Pilning to a variety of stations, not just
to Taunton - if only the will was there!
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Figure 2
Or maybe you would like to know
whether Pilning benefits from
the introduction of the new Class
166 Turbo trains, acquired by
GWR last year… here’s your
answer (in Figure 2)
Note the 14 taxis, accounting for
nearly 18% of the journeys,
recorded in our database as
Service – Bus, originating at
Pilning, Train ID – 0B00)

Figure 3

How about “Platform Usage”
(Figure 3) - and please do NOT
laugh in your wisdom, knowing
full well that the Westbound
platform is no longer accessible
due to the loss of our Footbridge!
The car park was used by the
taxis, a.k.a. 'Rail Replacement
Buses'.

Figure 4:
However, our most important
point is that Pilning Station has
a very reliable service that runs
on time and very rarely gets
cancelled. Since August 2017,
there
were
only
three
cancellations (accounting for
4.6% of all Pilning services)
75% of the Pilning services ran
on time, departing within 5
minutes of their due time!
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A little while ago we approached Network Rail again, asking whether they would
reconsider their decision not to reinstate Pilning Station footbridge. Their response was
rather harsh:
“With only 45 passengers using Pilning in 2015-2016 and a number of alternative stations
close by there is insufficient business case to invest public funds in Pilning Station. I can
therefore only re-confirm to you that we have no plans to use public funds to reinstate a
footbridge at this station […] In the meantime I encourage you to use the services from
nearby Severn Beach Branch which are now benefitting from newer, more modern
spacious trains.”
Pilning Station Group responded with the following comments:
“The new trains on the Severn Beach branch are very welcome, but the journey time from
there to Bristol TM is much slower and takes 37 minutes as opposed to 14 minutes from
Pilning. Severn Beach station has no car park, whereby Pilning does. Also, since the
introduction of the new Class 166 trains to the Severn Beach line, there has been a lot of
disruption to the service, and GWR now have a job to rebuild their reputation with the
local commuters. Severn Beach is no use if we wish to travel from Pilning into Wales to
visit Cardiff, Swansea or the many other attractive destinations available in that direction.”
It is quicker to get to over 99% of UK railway stations from Pilning, than it is from Severn
Beach (when there is a stopping train, of course)!
Network Rail confirmed that they had read and noted our comments. Whether our work
will have any impact, we are yet to find out. For now, let us celebrate the fact that Pilning
passenger numbers are growing – there was a five-fold increase in passenger numbers in
2016/17, despite the loss of the footbridge; and the numbers that we have been manually
recording since April last year, indicate that the passenger footfall will be on the rise yet
again – watch out for Office of Rail and Road’s official figures when they are released later
this year. Who knows what the future will bring?
Pilning and surrounding villages will soon see a huge change in visitor numbers:
 Severnside Enterprise Area currently employs about 7,500 people and continues to
expand, its full current capacity being around 20,000 employees
 the new M49 Avonmouth junction will be completed in 2019, its location being less than
a mile away from Pilning Station - making Pilning an ideal location for a Park & Ride site
 and, of course, the eagerly anticipated entertainment park, The Wave
(www.thewave.com) is opening its doors – just a mile down the road - to the general
public in the next 18 months. They are expecting tens, if not hundreds, of thousands of
visitors annually - and hoping that quite a few of them would arrive by rail!
What can you do to help us? Please come and hop on the train at Pilning! According to
our very useful data, on average, Pilning trains arrive on time, dwell on Platform 1 for
approximately 2 minutes and whisk you away to a popular destination (please do check
the journey details before travelling!). Do come and become part of the history! Your
entry and exit will be recorded by GWR, ORR and Pilning Station Group and so your trip will
prove the station’s worth and will give us powers to negotiate a better service for Pilning
from Network Rail and train operating companies. Every purchased ticket matters.
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You can see what difference exactly your journey has made - there is a widget on the home
page http://pilningstation.uk that shows how many passengers used the train at Pilning.
We set a moderate target this year, and we hope that together, we can reach it. As of
today, 6 weeks into the current period, we reached nearly 10% of the total expected
passenger footfall.
With your help and encouragement, we shall continue our campaign for service
improvements and ultimate reinstatement of platform lighting and the footbridge.
All our data is validated weekly and is available online via
Pilning Station Website - http://www.pilningstation.uk > What
can I do? > Departure Board; or directly on
https://realtime.piln.in/

A small victory: Last year GWR effectively dropped Pilning from its Cardiff - Taunton
timetable, with only a couple of obscure footnotes in very small print to let people know
that trains called there. A vigorous campaign ensued to try to reverse this decision and, lo
and behold, in the new Summer 2018 timetable, Pilning has been re-instated. The station
has re-appeared on the front cover route map and is shown properly in the timetable. The
station now "officially exists" again. Hurrah!
**************************************************************************

STOP PRESS: Portishead line - a new body blow
Last December, North Somerset Council applied to the Department of Transport (DfT) for a
grant of £47 million from the DfT's ‘Large Local Major Transport Scheme Fund’. This was
to make up the shortfall of the costs of re-instating the passenger service to Portishead.
We have now heard the bid has not been successful. This is despite all the encouraging
signs given by the Transport Secretary Chris Grayling who promised to open the project
'sooner rather than later'.

Just to add insult to injury: the £173M pot of money that was up for grabs will be split
between three new road schemes (in North Devon, Yorkshire and Leicestershire)!
This has cast serious doubt on whether the re-opening will ever occur although WECA is
still positive that the scheme will go ahead. We will investigate this in more detail and
report back in the next newsletter.
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FOSBR Rail Plan 2018 – car-free travel from your door
This is the latest draft of our Rail Plan which will form the basis of our submission to the
WECA Joint Local Transport Plan. It seems that the public consultation on this will start in
Sept 2018. It neatly sums up FOSBR's aims for the future and we would welcome your
comments.
We also enclose a copy of this as a postcard addressed to Mr Tim Bowles, the Mayor of the
West of England; let Tim know that you support our Rail Plan by putting your name and
postcode on the front of the card and popping it in the post (don't forget to put a stamp on
it!).
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********************************************************************************

FOSBR 2018 Membership Subscriptions
Thanks to all of you who have renewed your membership for this year. Your subscriptions
and donations are much appreciated and are vital for our campaign to improve local rail
services. A 2018 membership card is enclosed.
To those of you who have not yet renewed your membership, it is not too late and we
would be very happy to receive your subscriptions. In case you have lost the membership
renewal form that was sent out in January, another one is enclosed with this newsletter.
Best wishes, Tony Lloyd (FOSBR Membership Secretary)
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Data Protection
The new General Data Protection Regulations came into force on 25th May 2018. Under
this, all companies and organisations must ensure that personal data is only collected and
used with active consent. If you wish to leave FOSBR or have any questions about the
information that we hold about you, please contact the membership secretary –
membership@fosbr.org.uk
FOSBR has drawn up a Privacy Policy as required under the General Data Protection
Regulations, setting out what information we hold and how we use it. It will be posted on
our website but is also reproduced below.

Privacy Policy
Friends of Suburban Bristol Railways (FOSBR)
May 2018
Why we collect and use member information
FOSBR ('we') holds and processes some items of personal data of its members. As such it is
a Data Controller under the General Data Protection Regulations, 2018 (‘GDPR’). We hold
the following personal data for each member: name, address, email address (if applicable)
and telephone number(s). This allows us to communicate with our members and to
administer the Society: for example - to send newsletters, emails and to collect
subscriptions. We only telephone members regarding FOSBR matters where they would
reasonably expect us to do so - for example, where members have volunteered for an
activity and there is some late information to pass on to them.
We do not hold data for any other purpose nor do we hold data that is not necessary for us
to fulfil our obligations.
How we collect and store this information
All the data we hold is provided directly by the members, typically at the time of joining,
although some update information (for instance, change of address or email) may be
provided later by members, usually when they renew their subscriptions each year.
Personal data is held on password protected computers which are regularly backed up.
The lawful basis for processing data
We use members’ data in ways which, we believe, they would reasonably expect on joining
FOSBR (i.e. ‘legitimate interest’ under GDPR).
Who it is shared with
We do not share member information with any other person or organisation.
Providing members with access to their personal data
Members can request to view or amend their data (or some of their data) by contacting
the membership secretary by email – membership@fosbr.org.uk. If a member decides to
discontinue their membership, all their personal data held by FOSBR will be erased.
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Filton Bank Four Tracking
Large scale engineering works are taking place as Network Rail try to complete the four
tracking programme by the end of this year. Here are just a few photographs to show the
extent of works at different locations along Filton Bank.

Bank stabilisation between Bonnington
Walk and Filton Abbey Wood station. Note
the use of stone gabions as retaining wall

2 new tracks between Bonnington Walk
and Constable Rd bridges being installed

Ashley Hill South - new retaining walls
(Photo: NR)

Works at Stapleton Rd station

*********************************************************************
Our next newsletter will be in late Summer 2018. If you have anything for the next
newsletter (comments, photos, whinges, praise, poems, etc.), please send them in to us.
General enquiries: general@fosbr.org.uk
Facebook: www.facebook.com/FOSBR
Membership: membership@fosbr.org.uk
Twitter: www.twitter.com/FOSBR
Newsletter: newsletter@fosbr.org.uk
Website: www.fosbr.org.uk
Campaigning: campaigns@fosbr.org.uk
or write to FoSBR, c/o 29 Brighton Road, Redland, Bristol, BS6 6NU
 FOSBR, printed by Greyhound, Clifton
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